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Overview:

The 'Healing Computer' (a new name will be decided upon in due course) can be used to treat any person - with the only exceptions being pregnant women, children under the age of 12 years, people with pacemaker implants, and people with metal body part replacements.

The 'Healing Computer' technology optimizes the Human immune system to its maximum operational level, in order to deal with any diseases of the body, including mental / psychotic.

In short, this technology will heal anything that the Human immune system can resolve itself - when it is working unhindered and at its greatest possible capacity.

The immune system protects the body against disease or other potentially damaging foreign bodies. When functioning properly, the immune system identifies and attacks a variety of threats, including viruses, bacteria and parasites, while distinguishing them from the body's own healthy tissue. The Human body can heal itself of any disease - however because of factors such as environmental toxins most people’s immune systems are compromised, which leads to disease.

When used regularly, this technology maintains the body's immune system at such a high level that any and all detrimental intrusions (chemicals, toxins, pollutants, and other stressors) will be repelled, and the body will be cleared and cleansed by way of it's own natural processes.

The main concept of this technology is not to fight against disease but to boost the immune system in order to most effectively fight against disease.

By enabling the Human immune system to operate at it's optimal level, the body naturally repels all detrimental matter including parasites, fungus, worms and literally anything and everything that does not belong in the Human body.

The 'Healing Computer' works with Biofeedback and millions of frequencies and is not comparable to other healing machines currently available, especially those that use only 1,000 - 2,000 frequencies.

There is currently no definitive list of treatable ailments, but in principle this system will treat any disease, because the immune system is capable of healing any ailment when it is operating at it's highest potential.

Clinical study material will be available at the time that translations into English are completed. Foreign language versions are not available at this time.

The core operating principle of this technology is to find any weakness in the immune system (usually caused by illness / fungus / worms / parasites / toxins) and to enable the optimization of the immune system / metabolism to fight against any detrimental intrusions.
This technology will search out and find existing problems within the human body almost immediately. No blood tests are required.

Immediate findings are made within 2-3 minutes, a diagnostic reading is given and then the healing process begins; the duration of which is approximately 18-20 minutes per session.

The number of sessions required is entirely dependent on the ailments discovered and the system will advise as to the number of sessions required along with their duration. Records are kept within the system regarding patients in order to track progress.

The first treatment clinic will be opening in Europe in 2017. Treatment costs will be calculated by the length of time required, i.e. how long the initial session takes and the subsequent sessions required to restore the immune system to its highest operational level.

Further clinic details are not available at this time but will be available closer to the time of opening.

**We cannot emphasize strongly enough that there is no other healing system in existence that is comparable to this technology in terms of strength or effectiveness.**

**Source:** System Co-Developer

**Recent Developments:**

One of the first people to take advantage of the limited offer of private sales of the 'Healing Computer' was an elderly lady who was in late stage suffering of Pancreatic cancer - she had been told she was about to die.

Six days after beginning treatment on the 'Healing Computer' this patient was tested and pronounced to be free of all cancerous tumors and brain metastasis by her Doctor. The Doctor was stunned and declared this healing technology to be "Futuristic".

Another recipient of 'Healing Computer' treatment had Lupus, and that person was cleared of Lupus after one month of treatments.

Other people have presented with influenza and the common cold and have been immediately treated; reinstated to being completely well again in just one treatment session.

The establishment claims there is no cure for the common cold, that there is no cure for Lupus, and that there is no cure for Cancer - and yet we appear to have all three of them successfully addressed here.

Additionally, in Brazil an AIDS-specific treatment program using the 'Healing Computers' has seen complete recovery from patients with AIDS within one month. These machines are being used *quietly* to effectively treat the AIDS epidemic in Brazil.

It is important to acknowledge that every person is unique in the responses of their body, and the time taken for complete recovery from any disease is going to vary depending on how quickly their body is able to respond to the treatment.
Notes:

A limited number of ‘Healing Computers’ will be available for private sale up until the first clinics begin to open. The only reason that a limited number of ‘Healing Computers’ have been made available is because Neil has been close friends with the developers for some years now.

Please direct all enquiries regarding the opportunity to purchase one of these systems, and expressions of interest to visit a clinic to:

contact@neilkeenan.com

Please note that there is currently no website with further information about this technology, nor are any contact details for the first clinic available at this time. Updates will be issued by way of www.neilkeenan.com in due course.

Links:

Videos of a ‘Healing Computer’ in operation may be seen in the following articles:

▶ NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | As Promised Now I Am Delivering: The Healing Computer
▶ NEIL KEENAN UPDATE | The Wait Is Over: Healing Computer Video Part II